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Senate

now I sound like Tom Bozek, excuse me, it allows a lease
agreement that protects a lessee to protect retail
lessees involved in motor vehicle lease agreements.
Madam President, if there's no discussion, I would
move to the Consent Calendar.
THE CHAIR:
Motion is to refer this item to the Consent
Calendar.

Without objection, so ordered.

THE CLERK:
Calendar Page 11, Calendar 154, File 136, 5B557 An
Act Concerning Sparklers.

Favorable Report of the

Committee on Public Safety and Judiciary.

The Clerk is

in possession of amendments.
THE CHAIR:
Senator Penn.
SEN. PENN:
Thank you, Madam President.

I move adoption of the

Joint Committee's Favorable Report and passage of the
bill.
THE CHAIR:
The question is on passage.

Will you remark?

SEN. PENN:
I ask that its reading been waived and permission
to summarize.
THE CHAIR:

Oh, I think we have an amendment.
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Senate

Would you like to call that amendment, Sir?
SEN. PENN:
Madam President, I ask that we stand at ease for
one second while he gets the amendment.
Thank you, Madam President.
THE CHAIR:
Senator Gaffey.
SEN. GAFFEY:
Thank you, Madam President.

The Clerk is in

possession of an amendment, LC05078.

If the Clerk would

please call and I be granted leave of the Chamber to
summarize.
THE CLERK:
LC05078 which will be designated Senate Amendment
Schedule "A".

It's offered by Senator Gaffey of the

13th District.
THE CHAIR:
Senator Gaffey.
SEN. GAFFEY:
I move adoption.
THE CHAIR:
The question is on adoption.

Will you remark?

SEN. GAFFEY:
Thank you, Madam President.

The import of this

amendment would be that sparklers would only be legal
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for children who are over the age of 16 and I urge
passage.
THE CHAIR:
The question is on adoption.
further?

Senator

Will you remark

Upson.

SEN. UPSON:
Thank you, Madam President.

Just a question.

It

says on line 4, toy pistols, toy guns in, what does that
add to the bill?
THE CHAIR:
Senator Gaffey, do you care to respond?
SEN. GAFFEY:
Yes, Madam President.

Through you, it would strike

toy pistols and toy guns and Sir.
THE CHAIR:
Senator Upson.
SEN. UPSON:
From the sprayers?

From the sparklers?

THE CHAIR:
Senator Gaffey.
SEN. GAFFEY:
Through you, Madam President.
THE CHAIR:
Senator Upson.
SEN. UPSON:

Correct, Sir.
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So that the amendment we had earlier on video
games, etc., that's not part of this?

Is that correct?

Through you, Madam President.
THE CHAIR:
Senator Gaffey.
SEN. GAFFEY:
Thank you, Madam President.

Through you to Senator

Upson, no, Sir, it is not part of this at all.
THE CHAIR:
Senator Upson.
SEN. UPSON:
Thank you very much.
SEN. GAFFEY:
You're welcome.
THE CHAIR:
Will you remark further?
minds.

If not, I will try your

All those in favor indicate by saying "aye".

ASSEMBLY:
Aye.
THE CHAIR:
Opposed, "nay"?

The ayes have it.

Senate "A" is

adopted.

Will you remark further on the bill as

amended?

Senator Penn.

SEN. PENN:
Thank you, Madam President.

The bill as amended
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will allow for the use of nonexplosive, nonaerial
fireworks commonly known as sparklers or sparkler
related devices.
It also further clarifies the issue as far as toy
pistols, cap pistols and those type of entity, toys of
guns.
And fireworks would still be illegal in the State
of Connecticut, including such items as the bottle
rockets, firecrackers, Roman candles, aerials,
and skyrockets.

shells

So I urge its passage.

THE CHAIR:
The question is on adoption, excuse me, passage of
the bill as amended.
remark further?

Will you remark further?

Will you

Senator Penn.

SEN. PENN:
Thank you, Madam President.

If there's no

objection, I would ask that this be placed on the
Consent Calendar.
THE CHAIR:
Motion is to refer this item to the Consent
Calendar.

Without objection, so ordered.

SEN. PENN:
Thank you, Madam President.
THE CLERK:
Calendar 174, File 189. Substitute for SB569 An Act
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Senate

Calendar Page 2, Calendar 323, Substitute for SB343.
Calendar Page 4, correction, Calendar Page 5,
L
Calendar 498, Substitute for HB5692.
Calendar Page 6, Calendar 508, Substitute for
HB5684.
Calendar Page 7, Calenda^ 513, Substitute for
HB5635.
Calendar Page 8, Calendar 516, HB5852.
Calendar 517, Substitute for HB5893.
Calendar Page 11, Calendar 154, SB557.
Calendar 174, Substitute for SB565.
Calendar Page 16, Calendar 509, Substitute for
HJ142.
Madam President, I believe that completes the
Second Consent Calendar.
THE CHAIR:
Thank you, Sir.
roll call vote.

Would you once again announce a

The machine will be opened.

THE CLERK:
The Senate is now votinq by roll call on the
Consent Calendar.

Will all Senators please return to

the Chamber.
The Senate is now voting by roll call on the
Consent Calendar.
the Chamber.

Will all Senators please return to
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THE CHAIR:
If all members have voted, the machine will be
locked. The Clerk please announce the tally.
THE CLERK:
Motion is on adoption of Consent Calendar No. 2.
Total number voting, 36.
those voting "nay", 0.

Those voting "yea", 36;

Those absent and not voting, 0.

THE CHAIR:
The Consent Calendar is adopted.

Senator Jepsen.

SEN. JEPSEN:
Thank you, Madam President.

I move for suspension

of the rules for immediate transmittal of all items
acted upon for today to the House of Representatives asappropriate .
THE CHAIR:
Without objection, so ordered.
SEN. JEPSEN:
And I would ask that the Chamber stand in recess at
this time.

We need a little bit more time before

running the Adriaen's Landing.
THE CHAIR:
The Chamber will stand recessed subject to the Call
of the Chair.

On motion of Senator Jepsen of the 27th, the Senate
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to the Senate of the last item voted on.
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Request is for immediate transmittal of this last
item.

Seeing no objection, so ordered.
Representative Godfrey.

REP. GODFREY:

(110th)

Mr. Speaker, I would move for the suspension of our
rules for the immediate consideration of Calendar Number
561, Senate Bill Number 557, AN ACT CONCERNING
SPARKLERS, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Request to suspend the rules for Calendar Number
561, Senate Bill Number 557.

Seeing no objection, Clerk

please call Calendar 561.
CLERK:
On page eleven, Calendar 561, Senate Bill Number
557, AN ACT CONCERNING SPARKLERS.
Amendment Schedule A.

As amended by Senate

Favorable Report of the Committee

on Judiciary.
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Representative Dargan.
REP. DARGAN:

(115th)

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I move acceptance of the

Committee's favorable report and passage of the bill in
concurrence with the Senate.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
The question is on acceptance and passage in
concurrence with the Senate.
REP. DARGAN:

Will you remark?

(115th)

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

This bill will

basically allow for the use of non-explosive non-aerial
fireworks, commonly known as sparklers.
related devices.

Or sparkler

Mr. Speaker, the Clerk has in his

possession, Senate Amendment A, LCO-5078.

Would he

please call and I be allowed to summarize?
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Clerk, please call LCO-5078, designated Senate
Amendment A, and Representative has asked leave to
summarize.
CLERK:
»

LCO-5078, Senate A, offered by Senator Gaffey.
——

DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Representative Dargan.
REP. DARGAN:

(115th)

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

This Senate Amendment A

will restrict the use of sparklers for those sixteen
years of age and younger in the state of Connecticut.
And I move for its adoption.
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
4

The question is on adoption of Senate A.

Will you
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remark on Senate A?

Will you remark on Senate A?

not, we'll try your minds.

If

All those in favor signify

by saying aye?
REPRESENTATIVES:
Aye.
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Those opposed?

The aye's have it.

Senate A is
m •

*

adopted.

Will you remark further on the bill as

amended?

Will you remark further on the bill as

amended?

If not, staff and guests to the well of the

House.

Machine will be open.

CLERK:
•

The House
of ,Representatives
is voting by roll»
,
.
i

call.

Members to the Chamber.

roll call vote.

The House is having a

Members to the Chamber, please.

DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Have all members voted?

If all the members have

voted, please check the machine.
properly recorded.

Make sure your vote i

The machine will be locked and the

Clerk will take a tally.

Clerk will announce the tally

CLERK:
Senate Bill 557 as amended by Senate A in
concurrence with the Senate.
Total Number Voting
Necessary for Passage

142
72
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Those Voting Yea

121

Those Voting Nay

21

Those absent and not voting

9

DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
The bill as amended passes in concurrence with the
Senate.

Clerk, please call Calendar 395.

CLERK:
On page 4, Calendar 395, Substitute for House Bill
»•

—-—

- • .m

Number 5888, AN ACT CONCERNING A PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION
FOR VEHICLES OWNED BY PARENTS OF A DISABLED CHILD.
Favorable Report of the Committee on Finance.
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
Representative Murphy.
REP. MURPHY:

(81st)

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I move acceptance of the

Joint Committee's favorable report and passage of the
bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER HYSLOP:
The question is on acceptance and passage, and hold
up until it's on the board.
REP. MURPHY:

Representative Murphy.

(81st)

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Current law allows towns

to adopt ordinances giving property tax exemptions to
vehicles owned and retrofitted for handicapped
individuals.

A number of families, including a few in
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MICHAEL DRISCOLL: It covers part of training as well.
We set our budget, request the funding from the
board of finance, and board of selectmen. And
that's the process that we're going through right
now. So that we do receive funding.
REP. CARTER:

Okay.

Thank you.

REP. DARGAN: Further questions? Hearing none. Thank
you very much. Next speaker is Eric Turner.
ERIC TURNER: Thank you, Senator Penn, Representative
Dargan. My name is Eric Turner. I'm a State
Representative from Indiana.
SEN. PENN:

How are you?

ERIC TURNER: Fine. I feel great today. We finished
our session last Friday. So, I'm not here to
suggest to you how to spend your tobacco settlement
money. We had quite a battle on how we would spend
ours, so.
SEN. PENN:

Got a lot of good friends out there.

ERIC TURNER: Well, I had
your colleagues last
that very much. I'm
Affairs Director for
Safety Commission.

opportunity to meet several of
summer at NCSL, and enjoyed
here today as the Governmental
the United States Fireworks

And we're supporting Raised Bill S B 5 5 7 O u r member
firms promote the safe use of non-explosive and
non-aerial fireworks, commonly known as sparklers,
and sparkler related devices.
It is our hope that with this bill that the
citizens of Connecticut will have the opportunity
to use sparklers on the Fourth of July without fear
of breaking the law.
There may be some in and around the state house
that would suggest that fireworks are for the
professionals and that you should attend a public
display, Statute of Liberty, Washington Monument,
or many cities throughout the state of Connecticut.
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But I would suggest that we're a nation of
participants. And whereas many of you probably
would enjoy going to see UConn men or women play,
you probably like to go out, like I do, and shoot
some baskets with your family.
And so, that's kind of the purpose of this bill.
This bill will allow Connecticut citizens to
celebrate Fourth of July in their own backyard by
simply removing from the definition of fireworks,
sparklers, trick noise makers, smoke devices, and
snakes. All these things happen in your own
backyard. They don't go to somebody else's
backyard.
Fireworks would still be illegal, as they are now
if this bill should pass. The items that would
still be illegal are things like bottle rockets,
firecrackers, roman candles, aerials, mines,
shells, and skyrockets.
All of those would still be illegal. I'm sure most
of you know that many of your constituents use fire
works on the Fourth of July. Maybe even a few of
you do. But these are used, you know, in a couple
of different ways.
One, you might have the opportunity, or your
constituents might have the opportunity to buy from
a bootlegger. Or you may stop in the Carolinas
coming back from Florida and load up at one of the
large fireworks stores, and bring them back.
What you may not know is that the odds of being
injured with fireworks are three times greater in a
state that does not allow any, than a state that
allows some, as we would suggest with this bill.
In recent years, Florida, North Carolina, and West
Virginia, have all exempted sparklers from the
definition of fireworks, as this bill would
suggest. Now forty of the fifty states allow
sparklers to be sold.
If this bill would become law, these products would
be sold in supermarkets, discount stores, drug
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stores, and probably not-for-profit organizations
in parking lots of those same entities,
supermarkets and discount stores.
This bill would allow Connecticut citizens to
celebrate the Fourth of July in their own backyard
in a safe, and enjoyable manner. And I would ask
your favorable consideration of this bill.
REP. DARGAN: Thank you so much. Questions from
committee members? Representative Kirkley-Bey.
REP. KIRKLEY-BEY: Yes. I wanted to ask, if we were to
legalize sparklers in the state of Connecticut,
would there be a dramatic increase in injury rate?
I think that was one of the reasons that they were
eliminated.
ERIC TURNER: Actually, we've seen just the reverse.
People want to celebrate the Fourth of July. It's
our nation's independence. And they're going to do
it one way or another.
And what we've seen is, when there's an available
product, that's legal and tested -- all the
products that I've suggested in this bill are
tested by the Consumer Product Safety Commission so
they work the way they're supposed to.
They're very tame. They happen in your own
backyard. So what we've seen is states that do
allow these conservative type of sparklers and
sparkler related devices, actually have less
injuries than states that don't allow any.
REP. KIRKLEY-BEY: I have a follow up question. On the
map that you gave us with state laws, there's
several states that are red. Are those the only
ones that do not allow any type of fireworks to be
used in their state?
ERIC TURNER: Yes, ma'am, that is correct.
total -REP. KIRKLEY-BEY:
ERIC TURNER:

Yes.

There are a

So, Connecticut is one of those?
There are a total of ten states.
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And I'm certain, in fact, I've talked to many
legislators in Connecticut, either in Indianapolis
at NCSL, or while I've been out here. And many
don't know that sparklers are illegal. And I'm
sure many of your citizens don't know that either.
REP. KIRKLEY-BEY: I just know, when I was a kid, I
loved them. And I used to love to watch them go
off. And I was just -- wanted to know about that.
So that was one thing, but don't burning -- is
there an increase in burns in children?
ERIC TURNER: Well, certainly a sparkler is designed to
burn. I mean, that's what it does. But it's
really no different than a match. And, you know,
my family has been in the fireworks business,
sparkler business for a number of years.
In fact, thirty years. And that's -- thus my
involvement in this industry. And the company that
my family owned literally sold millions of
individual sparklers over -- each year over the
last thirty years.
And in all those years we've never had a product
liability claim. Now, I have to tell you that if
you take a lit sparkler and put it on your thigh,
it's going to burn. But, you know, that's what it
is. You know -- and the sparks that come off, they
are not going to burn you. It's the lit sparkler.
Just like a match would.
REP. KIRKLEY-BEY:

Thank you.

REP. DARGAN: Further questions? Representative Penn.
SEN. PENN: Thank you. Representative Turner, any
objections in the -- looking at your map, too.
Just a few states who don't permit it. What has
the objections been in those states? And I'm quite
sure you have been there to talk with their
legislature as you are doing here now. What has
been their objections? And what was the -- was
there any concurrence from the fire marshals and
division of public safety in these states on the
non-use, or?
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ERIC TURNER: Very good question. I will tell you that
in the state of Arizona, we passed it through the
legislature twice. Only to be vetoed by two
different governors, ironically enough.
But in the states that we've been in, this is -other than in Maine and New Hampshire, we've really
not been in the New England area much with
legislation. We have been in Minnesota and
Georgia.
And both of those states what -- there is just a
tremendous amount of product sold around the
borders. And a lot of that product is, are much
larger items than what we're suggesting here. They
are the bottle rockets and roman candles, and
aerials.
So when you suggest liberalizing fireworks, then
fire marshals get nervous about that. Because of
what it might do. Now, certainly in Arizona, there
is a -- different than many states.
Their biggest concern is fire. Wherein the midwest
or the northeast, that's really not a problem.
Particularly with these products. Because they
don't shoot somewhere else. They happen in a
controlled area.
So, one of the things that we, as an organization,
have assured fire marshals, we're not here to get
started with these items and then come back in
subsequent sessions and try to legalize
firecrackers, or bottle rockets or sky rockets.
This is what we support.
And, in fact, if this would become law, and someone
would suggest opening it wide open, we would come
back and be against it. And we have in a number of
states. Because that's what we're about.
We believe this middle ground type of product is
safe. It's certainly good for our member firms.
They wholesale it to retailers. And we think it's
good for our industry, and safe for the public.
SEN. PENN:

If we were inclined to let this endeavor
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start the legislative process, and we wanted to get
some more information from you, would that be a
problem?
ERIC TURNER: No, not at all. In fact, now that our
session's over, I'll be glad to come back and -SEN. PENN:

You said, you came all the way from Indiana.

ERIC TURNER: I'll be glad to come back. And we do have
lots of information on, you know, injuries, and
fire -SEN. PENN:

That's exactly what I was going to say.

ERIC TURNER: -- and what has happened in other states.
And the states that I mentioned, Florida, North
Carolina, and West Virginia, have all happened in
the nineties. Where they have, all three of them,
had laws almost word for word, like yours in
Connecticut. And we simply did the same thing that
we're suggesting here, is to exempt sparklers and
sparkler related devices from the definition.
SEN. PENN: One more quick last question. On that, on
the injury rates were there any indigenous numbers
based upon age and use?
ERIC TURNER: There really haven't been. And frankly,
as an industry, we don't have a problem even with
an age restriction in there -- some states do have
an age restriction on the purchase of sparklers.
And we don't have a problem.
But we just believe the way the products are sold,
families use them. And that's really, you know,
generally there are adults helping the kids. And
certainly the kids may twirl the sparkler -SEN. PENN: You haven't directly answered my question.
Do you have any statistical data on age and use on
this age and injury?
ERIC TURNER:
SEN. PENN:

Yes, we do.
Okay.
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Yes, we do.

SEN. PENN: Do you have anything on top of your head
right now?
ERIC TURNER: I don't. I certainly can dig it out of
that briefcase pretty quick.
SEN. PENN: No, don't do that. Alright, but we probably
would want to see that. So, probably we will.
ERIC TURNER:
SEN. PENN:

Yes, glad to.
Alright, thank you, Representative.

REP. DARGAN: Further questions?
you very much.

§

Hearing none, thank

ERIC TURNER:

Thank you.

REP. DARGAN:

Next speaker is Gary Bruce.

GARY BRUCE: Good afternoon, Senator Penn,
Representative Dargan, ladies and gentlemen of the
committee. My name is Gary Bruce. I'm a member of
the Seymour Fire Department, and I'm seeking
approval of HB5839, which will allow active
volunteer members of active volunteer fire
departments the use of white flashing headlights
when responding to emergency calls.
When I first became a member of volunteer fire
service, we were authorized the use of flashing
blue lights to indicate to the public that we were
volunteer fire fighters responding to a call.
Fifteen years ago when traffic was less congested,
and there were further distractions to the public,
this was an effective means to speed our response
to emergencies. Today, as you know, traffic is
terribly congested.
And people who are driving have numerous
distractions, loud stereos, cell phones, etcetera.
Even our fire trucks and ambulances have a
difficult time proceeding through traffic using
sirens due to soundproof construction of

i§
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driving along. So people do a lot of stuff in a
car that really doesn't refer to a cell phone.
Thanks.
JOE CLEARY:

Thank you.

REP. DARGAN: Further questions? Just in closing, Joe,
I do have my AT&T long distance card. Despite
(inaudible) general law, I know MCI and Sprint has
been offering me $5000 frequent flyer miles.
JOE CLEARY:
too.

Frequent flyer miles.

I get that a lot,

REP. DARGAN: I haven't heard from AT&T or SNET -- I'm
thinking about changing, cause I get them every
other day from MCI and Sprint. Thank you for your
testimony.
JOE CLEARY:

Thank you.

REP. DARGAN: Next speaker is, last but not least on the
agency heads is Jeff Morrissette.
JEFF MORRISSETTE: Good afternoon, Senator Penn,
Representative Dargan, members of the Public Safety
Committee. My name is Jeff Morrissette. I serve
as the state fire administrator and agency head for
the Commission on Fire Prevention and Control.
I'm here this afternoon to speak briefly in support
of Raised Bill HB5841, AN ACT CONCERNING THERMAL
IMAGING CAMERAS. Earlier today Senator Herlihy
raised many of the points that I have in my written
testimony which each of you has.
What I would like to do is at least reiterate a
couple of points. And also just identify some
areas of Raised Bill„HB5 841 that I have some
questions with.
First of all, thermal imaging technology speaks for
itself. Those of you who had an opportunity to
witness in some of the press conferences we've done
recently, the technology I think you'll be amazed
with it.

000806
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last year, when I believe you were only looking for
one or two cameras to train people on.
JEFF MORRISSETTE:
REP. ORANGE:

That's correct.

So, we're coming along, I think.

JEFF MORRISSETTE: Yes. Currently, only six percent of
the fire departments within Connecticut have these
devices. And the vast majority have purchased them
primarily through fund raisers or donations from
foundations or other grants. So we have a long way
to go.
REP. ORANGE: And as you probably know, my town of
Colchester does have this piece of equipment. And
that's why I've been advocating for this. They
gave me a demonstration a couple of years ago when
they first obtained the equipment. And it's well
worth the money.
JEFF MORRISSETTE:

I agree.

REP. DARGAN: Further questions? Jeff not (inaudible)
issue, but on the issue of testimony earlier with
' referencing to legalization of sparklers in the
state of Connecticut, do you have any comment from
the state?
JEFF MORRISSETTE: Well, I would say, the office of
State Fire Marshall would have cognizance over this
specific legislation. I guess from a personal
perspective, you know, obviously any time we add
fuels to buildings, to structures, and if we're
going to be selling these in commercial facilities
and the like, you know, obviously the fire service
is always concerned with bringing combustible or
flammable products into structures.
But again, you know, I think you would need to take
a look at some of the burn and injury statistics.
And also get together with the Office of State Fire
Marshall and discuss that with them.
REP. DARGAN:
SEN. PENN:

§

Thank you.
Thank you.

Senator.
One correction.

The legislator
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has the cognizance over these issues. I'm looking
at what was passed from either children from ages
to five to fourteen. And it seems like pen and
pencils has caused most injuries, it was twelve. I
don't know, zero to a hundred, and fireworks
eleven.
And you say, combustibles -- I understand why
police wouldn't want any more guns. And fire
marshals wouldn't want anything to take place. But
I think somebody had to balance what is safe and
what is actually, you know, could cause some lethal
or non-lethal harm.
Now you say, do you see anything in the makeup of
these sparklers -- and when you say so combustible
that they were go in to a building and causing the
undo, some undue injury, or lethal injury or ~
JEFF MORRISSETTE: Well, obviously you would need an
ignition source.
SEN. PENN: Okay. So just for the sake of just being
fire marshall -JEFF MORRISSETTE:
SEN. PENN:

Absolutely.

-- fire marshall and fire cognizance.

JEFF MORRISSETTE:
loading.

We're just concerned with fire

SEN. PENN:

Thank you.

REP. DARGAN:

Okay.

Further questions?

JEFF MORRISSETTE:
REP. DARGAN:

Thank you, Jeff.

Thanks.

Next speaker is Marie Hilliard.

DR. MARIE HILLIARD: Good afternoon, Senator Penn,
Representative Dargan. My name is Dr. Marie
Hilliard. I'm the executive director of the
Connecticut Catholic Conference, which is the
public policy and advocacy arm of the six Roman
Catholic bishops of Connecticut.
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